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ABSTRACT

1–those that are found, but not visited or not visited successfully, Type 2–those that are visited but from which there
is no outlink, and Type 3–those that are visited and from
which there is at least one outlink. In [3], only pages of Type
3 are considered in the graph model while pages of Type 1
and Type 2 (dangling pages) are computed at the last iteration. In [2] and [1], all pages of Type 1 to 3 are included
in the graph model, but pages of Type 1 and 2 are combined together. In our proposed model, we separate pages
of Type 1 from those of Type 2, and analyze each statistically to obtain a more accurate estimated Web structure,
based on which, PreR will produce better ranking results.
Including dangling pages in the overall ranking may have
significant effect on the ranks of non-dangling pages [1].
Moreover, ranking on the dangling pages enables us to return to the users some useful sites, which contains the matching words in their names and are found (but not visited) by
the crawler currently. In [1], dangling pages are handled by
adding a virtual page so that the computation is efficient.
Our model is different from the models in [2] and [1] in that
some information in our model is obtained by prediction.

PageRank (PR) is one of the most popular ways to rank web
pages. However, as the Web continues to grow in volume, it
is becoming more and more difficult to crawl all the available pages. As a result, the page ranks computed by PR
are only based on a subset of the whole Web. This produces
inaccurate outcome because of the inherent incomplete information (dangling pages) that exist in the calculation. To
overcome this incompleteness, we propose a new variant of
the PageRank algorithm called, Predictive Ranking (PreR),
in which different classes of dangling pages are analyzed individually so that the link structure can be predicted more
accurately. We detail our proposed steps. Furthermore,
experimental results show that this algorithm achieves encouraging results when compared with previous methods.
Categories and Subject Descriptors: H.3.3 [Information Systems]: Information Search and Retrieval
General Terms: Algorithms, Experimentation, Theory
Keywords: PageRank, Link Analysis, Predictive Ranking

1. INTRODUCTION

2.

The PageRank (PR) algorithm has proven to be very effective for ranking Web pages when given a well-defined and
accurate Web structure. However, as the Web continues
to grow, it becomes less possible to crawl all existing Web
pages due to the large volume, bandwidth constraints, and
dynamic nature. Consequently, the page ranks computed
by PR are only based on a subset of the whole Web. This
causes inaccurate results because of its incomplete information about the Web structure. Can we increase the accuracy
of the PR? In this poster, we propose a solution to this problem by formulating a new model called, Predictive Ranking
(PreR), in which the Web structure is estimated more accurately leading to a better and more accurate PR result.
In [3], PR gives the relative importance of a Web page
based on the link structure of the Web. Formally presented
in [1], the Web is modeled by a directed graph G = (V, E),
and the rank xi for page i ∈ V is defined
recursively in terms
P
of pages which point to it: xi = (j,i)∈E aij xj ; in matrix
terms, x = Ax.
There are three types of pages that a crawler could encounter while exploring the web structure. They are: Type

PREDICTIVE RANKING MODEL

In general, it is difficult to estimate link structure accurately; however, some elementary estimation is possible. We
can estimate the in-degree of each page, and thus some information about the link structure can be inferred statistically.
The dogma in PreR is this–the more we know about the
structure of the Web, the more accurate we can infer about
it. We formulate our PreR model in the following six steps:
Step 1. Partition all the pages V of the graph (|V | = n)
into three subsets: S, D1 , and D2 , where S (|S| = m)
denotes the subset of all pages of Type 3; D1 (|D1 | = m1 )
denotes the subset of all pages of Type 2; and D2 (|D2 | =
n − m − m1 ) denotes the set of all pages of Type 1.
Step 2. Predict the in-degree d− (vi ) by the number of
found links f d− (vi ) from visited pages to the page vi . With
the breadth-first crawling method, we assume that the number of found links f d− (vi ) from visited pages to the page vi
is proportional to the real number of links from all pages in
V to the page vi , and thus d− (vi ) ≈ n/(m + m1 ) · f d− (vi ).
This assumption is meaningful since although the crawler
crawls the Web from a given Web site to other sites in a
definite way, its ability of finding new link to a given page
vi depends on the density of these links. The density of
these links to the page vi is equal to d− (vi )/n. Since the
crawler has found f d− (vi ) such kind of links from m pages,
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f d− (vi )/(m+m1 ) is an approximate estimate of the density.
Following this, we obtain the above approximate equality.
Step 3. Estimate matrix A. All links (f d− (vi )) are from
the pages in S, and the remaining links ( d− (vi ) − f d− (vi ))
are from the pages in D2 (it is impossible that some of these
links are from the pages in D1 ). Without any prior information about the distribution of these remaining links, we
assume that they are distributed uniformly from the pages
in D2 to the page vi , i.e., these remaining links are shared
by all the pages in D2 . So matrix A, modelling the users’
behavior
µ in following
¶ the actual links, is estimated to be
C P M
A=
. C and D are used to model the known
D Q N
link structure from S to V in [3], where cij in C and dij in
D are defined as 1/dj if there is a link from j to i and 0 if
not, dj is the out-degree of page j; M and N , modelling the
link structure from D2 to V , are defined as: ( M N )T =
diag{l1 , · · · , ln }, where li =(d− (vi ) − f d− (vi ))/m2 Σ. m2 is
used to share the remaining inlinks P
d− (vi ) − f d− (vi ) uni−
−
formly by all pages in D2 and Σ = n
i=1 d (vi ) − f d (vi )
is multiplied to the denominator to make the matrix to be
stochastic. P and Q, modelling the link structure from D1
to V , will be defined in Step 5.
Step 4. Model the users’ teleportation. Assume that the
users will jump to page vi with a probability of fi when
they get bored in following the actual links. So the matrix modelling the teleportation is f eT . We denote vector
(f1 f2 . . . fn )T by f . Previous suggestions include the choice
of a uniform distribution among all pages, among a set of
trusted ”seed sites”, uniformly among a set of all ”top-level”
pages of sites, or a personalized set of preferred pages.
Step 5. Set matrix (P Q)T = diag{f1 , · · · , fn }1n×m1 .
When the user encounters a page of Type 2, there is no
outlink that the users can follow. In this case, we assume
that the same kind of teleportation as in Step 4 will happen.
Step 6. Rank xi should satisfy x = [(1 − α)f eT + αA]x,
where α is the probability of following an actual out-link
from a page and 1 − α is that of taking a “random jump”.
This model is thus named as Predictive Ranking (PreR)
algorithm. Different from [1, 2], (M N )T is decomposed
from A in PreR and is constructed by predicted information. This gives rise to a more accurate estimate of the Web
structure and subsequently a more accurate result.
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Figure 1: Comparison Results
By applying both the PreR algorithm and the modified
PageRank Algorithm (PR) in [2] to these 11 data sets, we
get rank results P reR[t] and P R[t](t = 1, 2, . . . , 11). We
set α = 0.85 and set f to be uniform distribution in both
algorithms.
The difference D1[t] between P reR[t] and P R[11] is measured as ||P reR[t]−Cut(t, P R[11])/Sum[t]||1 , and the difference D2[t] between P R[t] and P R[11] is calculated similarly.
Where cut(t, P R[11]) means the vector cut from PR[11] such
that it has the same dimension as PR[t], and Sum[t] means
the sum of values in vector cut(t, P R[11]). The results of
D1[t] and D2[t] are shown in figure 1(a). In the figure, at
time 1, P R[1] is closer than P reR[1] to P R[11], this happens
because at time 1, the data set is so small that the statistic estimation is not accurate sometimes. But as the time
grows, from time 2 to time 8, PreR[t] is closer than P R[t] to
P R[11]. As we expected, as time t is near to the end of 11,
P R[t] again is closer than P reR[i] to P R[11], this happens
because we use the P R[11] as comparison reference and so
it is biased against PreR[t]. Even so, in 7 out of 11 (63%)
cases, P reR[i] is closer to final PR result P R[11]. If we use
P reR[11] as comparison reference, at all time t except 1,
i.e., in 91% cases, P reR[t] is closer to P reR[11] than P R[t].
The results can be seen in Fig. 1(b).

4.

CONCLUSION

The results of PreR is more accurate (closer to the final
result) than those of PR. Even when we consider the results
of PR as the reference (bias against our model), early results calculated by PreR are closer to the reference than the
results calculated by PR.

3. EXPERIMENTS
For our experiments, we choose a relatively small subset
of the Web, the network within the domain cuhk.edu.hk
because we are able to obtain a relatively complete structure
about the pages, and therefore the relatively accurate ranks
can be calculated to make an easier comparison.
Because the importance of a Web page is an inherently
subjective matter, it is difficult to measure whether a link
analysis algorithm is better than another. However, we design a novel comparison by calculating the difference between the early results (less accurate) and the final results
(relatively accurate). More specifically, we take snapshots of
the 11 matrices during process of crawling the page, namely,
A1 , . . . , A11 . The numbers of pages visited successfully and
the total numbers of pages only found at time 11 are 502,610
and 607,170 respectively. At time 1 to 10, those numbers
are: 7712, 18542; 78662, 120970;109383, 157196; 160019,
234701; 252522, 355720; 301701, 404728; 373579, 476961;
411724, 515534; 444974, 549162; 471684, 576139.
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